SESSION 1: 10:00 – 11:55
Volunteers & Training in support of Tourism for all

Creating and supporting a sustainable network of volunteers at De Kleppe
Griet De Cort, Holidayhomes De Kleppe, Belgium

Developing and supporting a sustainable network of volunteers

Griet De Cort, Holidayhomes De Kleppe, Belgium
Holiday Centre in the Flemish Ardennes

4 houses for 50 guests in total
Accessible for everyone
Health network
Animal Assisted Intervention

Our team

3,5 FTE Employees
5 FTE Social Employment
50 volunteers (5 FTE)
5 golden rules

1. Create a network
2. Personalize your approach

3. Keep it structured but open
4. Give recognition and ownership

5. Make it rewarding
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Thank you!
Volunteering is a gift.
Accept it gratefully!